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External confinement by the GFRP composites offers an actual process for retrofitting glass fibre reinforced concrete columns
(GFRC) subject to static or seismic loads. This paper presents an experimental investigation and analytical modelling of
the axial compression of confined circular concrete columns of different strengths (8.5, 16, and 25 MPa). Furthermore, the
columns contain different percentages of glass fibres (0.3 to 1.2 %), and their confinement is given by GFRP composites of
various thicknesses (0.8 to 2.4 mm). The uniaxial compression test on these specimens reveals that the glass fibre percentage
and the thickness of the GFRP play a vital role in improving the load-deformation behaviour and crack propagation.
Whatever the concrete strength, the ultimate axial strain and stress predicted using the suggested confinement model almost
agrees with the available experimental results.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, concrete is the main building material
in the world. There is a slight concern that concrete will
remain a construction material due to its benefits, such
as its high strength, sturdy deformation resistance, and
low cost. However, concrete has a particular fragility,
poor performance in terms of ductility, and reduced
crack resistance. More importantly, it easily cracks due
to its low tensile strength, which causes a faster failure
after the first indications of fracture [1–3]. Hence, the
need to develop new processes offers the opportunity to
overcome these limitations.
Researchers have reported that randomly distributed
concrete fibres mainly reduce the crack propagation and
improve the aforementioned imperfections [4-6]. The
traction forces acting on the cracks are carried by the fibres,
strengthening the concrete matrices and supporting the
traction load, preventing further crack development. As
a result, when compared to conventional concrete, fibrereinforced concrete has improved properties, bending
resistance, shock strength, elongation, and ductility. It also
has properties that prevent shrinkage, breaking, freezing,
and corrosion. Steel fibres [7-9], carbon fibres [10-11],
polypropylene fibres [12-13], basalt fibres [14-15],
glass fibres, [16-17] and vegetal fibres [18-19] are just
some examples of the fibres that can be utilised. According to these research studies, the fibre type should be
carefully chosen depending on the job’s specifications.
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As the fibre volume increases, the tensile and
compressive strengths firstly increase, then decrease.
Furthermore, shorter fibres have proven to be more
beneficial to longer fibres. As a result, different fibres
have various impacts on the mechanical and physical
properties. For example, tiny flexible fibres have also
proven to be more effective at limiting the initiation of
microcracks. On the other hand, large, stiff fibres are
better at controlling the growth of cracks [20]. Though,
the mechanical resistance does not always increase
with the percentage and mechanical properties of the
incorporated fibre, implying that there are ideal fibre
parameters to achieve maximum the mechanical strength
[21]. The type of fibre determines the optimum glass
fibre percentage. In general, shorter fibres with higher
length diameter metrics are more effective at regulating
the formation of small cracks. Despite this, longer fibres
with a reduced length diameter percentage are more
efficient at monitoring the evolution of microcracks. As
a result, incorporating multiple fibres could create a notable impact. For illustration, the mixture of polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) and steel fibres aids in achieving the
optimal tensile behaviour. Also, it was demonstrated that
incorporating adequate quantities of basalt fibres limited
the porous structure of the concrete and, thus, enhanced
its longevity [22-23].
Nevertheless, combining different types of fibres
does not significantly improve the tensile strength of
reinforced concrete. Therefore, the glass fibre reinforced
Ceramics – Silikáty 66 (3) 384-395 (2022)
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concrete (GFRP) composites’ external confinement
has been proposed as a creative solution to overcome
this barrier. Due to the external confinement of Fibre
Reinforced Polymers (FRPs), when concrete dilates
non-linearly due to the formation of internal cracks, the
dilation speed rapidly increases to a peak value before
stabilising at a lower value. Previous research showed
that severely confined concrete has almost no volumetric
expansion [24-27]. The concrete dilation, which engages
the FRP confining pressure, greatly depends on the stiffness of the confining material. Furthermore, stiff FRP
confined concrete will certainly show lower dilation
than flexible FRP confined concrete. For repair and
strengthening, where ductility enhancement is a central
objective, a flexible FRP is generally more beneficial as
it makes the material more ductile [28]. These studies did
not investigate the behaviour of glass fibre-containing
concrete (GFCC) specimens in which the lateral expansion is uneven around the border.
With this background, available studies concerning
the behaviour of confined concrete are mostly limited
to unreinforced concrete; information on glass fibrecontaining concrete wrapped with an FRP jacket is very
scarce and unclear. Moreover, models for predicting the
ultimate axial strain and the compressive strength of
glass fibre-containing concrete wrapped with an FRP
jacket are vague because there is no relevant published
study, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, at the time
of writing this paper. From this perspective, the present
study evaluates the effect of the concrete strength, glass
fibre percentage, and the GFRP layer thickness on the
strength properties, failure mechanism, and the axial
strength-strain behaviour of GFCC cylinder specimens
externally confined with GFRPs. The performance of the
proposed confinement model and those existing in the
literature has been assessed using the database collected
in this study, which aimed to provide a reference for
predicting the ultimate axial strain and the compressive
strength of glass fibre-containing concrete wrapped with
an FRP jacket.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials and sample preparation
Three commercial materials were considered to
elaborate the confined circular concrete columns, see
Figure 1a. The first material is Portland cement, used as
a binder to obtain three different strengths. Its physical
properties are summarised in Table 1. For crack control
in in situ concrete and to improve the toughness of the
concrete, alkali-resistant glass fibres have been used with
different percentages (0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, and 1.2 wt. %) for
the preparation of the glass fibre reinforced concrete,
see Figure 1b and Table 2. For the retrofit of glass fibre
reinforced concrete columns subjected to either static
or seismic loads, external confinement by the GFRP
composites can be considered an actual process. For
this purpose, local polyester resin and bidirectional
fibre-glass were used to develop a low-cost glass fibre
reinforced polymer composite (see Figure 1c). In the
boating industry, this category of bi-directional fibreglass is commonly used. For the confinement of GFRC
columns, glass FRP composites of various thicknesses
(0.8 to 2.4 mm) were prepared and tested using the
UTS-SHIMADZU universal machine according to the
standard guidelines of ASTM D638 (2010) [29]. For
each thickness, three tensile samples were tested to
obtain accurate results.
Primarily, the cement, sand, gravel, and fibre were
added to a suitable amount of water and mixed until the
fibres were sufficiently dispersed. The mixture was then
cast into 150 mm diameter cylindrical moulds having
300 mm in height. First, the polyester resin was applied
to the sample’s external surface with a brush, and then
a resin-soaked fibre-glass board was covered around
the circular concrete cylinder. The concrete surface was
Table 1. Raw materials in (wt. %) for the used concretes.
Concrete

CS-8.5

Cement (kg∙m )
200
Sand (kg∙m-3)
853
Coarse aggregate (kg∙m-3)
853
Fine aggregate (kg∙m-3)
481
Water (kg∙m-3)
100
Superplasticiser		
Compressive strength (MPa)
8.5
-3

CS-16

CS-25

300-3
810
520
520
132
as required
16

400
773
496
496
163
25

Table 2. Characteristics of the glass fibre and GFRP composites.
Material
and characteristics

Figure 1. GFRP strengthened specimens (a); glass fibre (b);
GFRP composites (c).
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Glass fibre
(alkali-resistant)

Length (mm)
3–4.5
Filament diameter (mm)
0.015
Tensile strength (MPa) 1500–1700
Elastic modulus (MPa)
72
Density (kg∙m-3)
2600
Ultimate strain (%)
–
Standard deviation
1.08

GFRP composites
Epoxy resin GFRP
–
–
17.20
2.72
–
0.6322
–

–
–
377.64
18.70
–
0.00204
1.91
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adequately cleaned to remove dust before applying the
GFRP compound. Second, the GFRP composites were
applied after 28 days. The final strengthened specimen is
shown in Figure 1a.
Test procedure
The behaviour of glass fibre-containing concrete
confined by GFRP composites under compression load
were examined to assess the suitability of this innovative
composite material. For this research plan, 96 circular
concrete columns were constructed and analysed (Figure 1). To record the axial deformation, three linear variable differential transducers (LVDTs) were vertically
mounted on a specially designed steel frame, as shown
in Figure 1. Threaded bolts connect the steel frame to
the concrete cylinders. Also, as shown in Figure 1, two
strain gauges are horizontally placed at the mid-height
of the concrete cylinders to report the lateral dilation of
the confined sample. A pre-calibrated hydraulic jack with
a capacity of 2000 kN was used to apply the monotonic
axial load at a constant stroke rate of 0.1 KN∙s-1. Before
applying the load, the top and bottom surfaces of the concrete cylinders were cleaned, ground, and covered with
high-strength gypsum to ensure the uniform application
of the load over the entire area. The gypsum cap was
also cut off over the GFRP jackets to prevent the axial
load transmission to the GFRP jackets. The investigation
is mainly based on analysing the effect of the type of
concrete, the layer thickness of the GFRP composite, and
the proportion of the fibre reinforcement in the concrete.

of the material increases with the increasing glass fibre
percentage up to 0.9 wt. %. Beyond this percentage, the
material strength decreases to a minimum value. Also,
for the percentage of 1.2 wt. %, the specimens with the
glass FRP exhibit minimal strength. Therefore, the progress of the curves, see Figure 3a-d, demonstrates two
behavioural trends. First, the glass fibre-containing concrete (GFCC) displays a quasi-brittle behaviour where
the curves are almost linear up to the maximum stress.
The stress-strain curves suddenly decrease after reaching
the maximum value, generally due to a brittle fracture,
Figure 3a.
Second, for specimens with the glass FRP composites, the stress-strain curves are open bell-shaped, and
the material’s ductility increases, see Figure 3b-d. Also,
the axial strains developed by the reinforced concrete at
the peak stress are increased. Notably, the stress level remains relatively constant over an extensive strain range
and decreases slowly toward a significant deformation
confirming the strain hardening behaviour, see Figure
3b-d. This behaviour is evident, as shown in Figure 4a-d.

a) 0 mm

Figure 2. Experimental set-up for the uniaxial compression
testing of the GFRP strengthened concrete columns.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of reinforcement on the uniaxial
compression behaviour
Different uniaxial compression tests were carried
out to analyse the influence of the glass fibre percentage
and FRP composite thickness on the mechanical behaviour of the reinforced concrete. The associated stressstrain curves obtained are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
For the specimens without the glass FRP, the strength
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b) 0.8 mm
Figure 3. Typical stress-strain curves of the strengthened and
confined strengthened samples with different GFRP thicknesses: a) 0 mm, b) 0.8 mm. (Continue on next page)
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c) 1.6 mm

d) 2.4 mm

Figure 3. Typical stress-strain curves of the strengthened and confined strengthened samples with different GFRP thicknesses:
c) 1.6 mm and d) 2.4 mm.

The increase in the strength is linearly related to the
increase in the glass FRP thickness. Significantly, the
concrete dilation is enough to engage the required FRP

confining pressure. Therefore, this dilation generates
an increase in the strength. This ductility enhancement
is a required parameter for repairing and strengthening

a) 0.3 wt. %

b) 0.6 wt. %

c) 0.9 wt. %

d) 1.2 wt. %

Figure 4. Typical stress-strain curves of the unconfined and confined strengthened samples with different percentages of GFRC:
a) 0.3 wt. %, b) 0.6 wt. %, c) 0.9 wt. % and d) 1.2 wt. %.
Ceramics – Silikáty 66 (3) 384-395 (2022)
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structures. One can conclude that the percentage of glass
fibre does not determine the optimal thickness of the
glass FRP.
Effect of the reinforcement on
the mechanical features
Figures 5a-d display the influence of the glass
fibre percentage on the increasing reinforcement factor
(IRF) determined analytically based on the uniaxial

compression strengths. The increasing reinforcement
factor represents the fibre-reinforced concrete strength
ratio to the unreinforced value. The recorded data were
the average values of three tests at each temperature.
Whatever the concrete strength, the general trend of the
curves is almost similar. The increasing reinforcement
factor values increase when the glass fibre ranges between 0 and 0.6 wt. %. Beyond 0.6 wt. %, a sharp decrease
in the IRF is observed. These observations show that the
GFCC samples containing 0.6 wt. % of FRP give generally higher values of stress and strain than all the
other samples.
The increasing confinement factor (ICF) evolution
is illustrated in Figure 6a-d for the glass FRP thickness
using different strength values. The calculated data are the
average values of three tests. The increasing confinement
is more significant for the GFRC samples confined with
a thick (2.4 mm) GFRP. High values of ICF are due to the
fact that the unreinforced concrete, as a brittle material,
generally has a lower compression strength than the
reinforced concrete confined with the GFRP composites.

a) 8.5 MPa

a) 0.3 wt. %
b) 16 MPa

c) 25 MPa

b) 0.6 wt. %

Figure 5. Increasing reinforcement factor vs. glass fibre percentage for the different GFRC percentages and concrete
strengths: a) 8.5 MPa, b) 16 MPa and c) 25 MPa.

Figure 6. Increasing confinement factor vs. glass FRP thickness
for the different concrete strengths: a) 0.3 wt. %, b) 0.6 wt. %.
(Continue on next page)
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diagonal cone-type failures. Even with a high strength
(Figure 7a), the interfacial bonds between the glass fibre
and the cement paste could fail, due to the poor interfacial
transition, causing void generation and, consequently,
ease of failure.

c) 0.9 wt. %

Figure 7. Failure modes of the glass fibre reinforced concrete
(GFRC).

d) 1.2 wt. %
Figure 6. Increasing confinement factor vs. glass FRP thickness
for the different concrete strengths: c) 0.9 wt. %, d) 1.2 wt. %.

However, the influence of GFRP is independent of
both the glass fibre percentage and the material strength.
It is concluded that: the GFRP confinement on the lowstrength concrete specimens (8.5 MPa) produces higher
results in terms of the increasing con-finement than for
the high-strength concrete similar specimens (8.5 MPa).
Failure compression behaviour
Many researchers have confirmed that the failure
modes of ordinary concrete are the sudden collapse after
an extreme load. They are highly destructive due to the
material cracking at the central location [30]. Figure 7a-c
shows an illustration of the crack propagation pattern
and failure mode of GFCC with 0.9 wt. % fibre for three
strengths (25 MPa, 16 MPa, 8.5 MPa). The presence of
the glass fibres prevents the complete crushing of the
specimens. The percentage of glass fibres lead to an increase in the stability of the concrete at failure (Figure
7a-c). Longitudinal and transverse failure patterns were
observed for all the specimens, and they did not show
Ceramics – Silikáty 66 (3) 384-395 (2022)

Figure 8a-i shows the ultimate failure modes of the
glass fibre reinforced concrete with different strengths
(8.5, 16, and 25 MPa) and confined with the glass
FRP composite of different thicknesses (0.8, 1.6, and
2.4 mm). In the first and intermediate loading stages,
the experimental phenomena of all the test specimens
are similar under axial load. The difference is only in
the last stage of loading. In Figure 8a-c, it is noted for
the GFRC-GFRP confined specimens that the ultimate
failure modes are mainly observed at the mid-height of
all the concrete cylinders as large and long longitudinal
failure patterns. Such a propagation pattern is mainly due
to the tensile rupture of the GFRP jackets.
The transversal crack is large, but no longer like the
previous one shown in Figure 8a-c. More importantly,
thin transversal failure patterns appear on the side of
all the GFRC-GFRP samples, and they do not go all
the way around. Such thin horizontal cracks are due to
the relatively low pressure applied by the GFRP jackets
with a 0.8 mm thickness. As the thickness of the GFRP
jackets increases (0.8 mm, see Figure 8d-f), the failure
mechanism can also be identified at the mid-height with
longitudinal and transversal failure patterns.
These cracks opened up due to the high pressure
activated by the thick glass FRP composite. Also,
they confirm the strain hardening behaviour shown in
Figure 3. However, for glass fibre reinforced concrete
confined with the thick glass FRP composite, the failure
mechanism is identified at the mid-height no longer with
longitudinal failure and thick transversal failure patterns,
see Figure 8g-i.
In the end, the ultimate failure mode is greatly
affected by the confinement thickness. Thus, the GFRC
specimens with lower GFRP thickness have a concealed
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strain hardening behaviour. In contrast, the GFRC specimens confined under higher GFRP thickness tend to
exhibit an evident strain hardening behaviour.

Figure 9 presents the reliability of the strength
models of the unconfined and FRP confined specimens
through the axial stress versus strain. The terms fcu and
εcu are the ultimate axial stress and the axial strain of the
unconfined concrete, respectively. In contrast, the terms
fcc and εcc are the ultimate axial stress and the axial strain
of the FRP confined concrete, respectively.
For the design of the FRP confined concrete models,
fcc and εcc are used in the theoretical and finite element
analysis. In the existing literature [31], the terms fcc and
εcc are related to fcu and εcu, respectively, in the following
equations:

 F 
f cc  1  Ce  l   f cu
 f cu  



(1)


(2)
   cu



where Ce and Se are the confinement effectiveness and
strain enhancement coefficients, respectively. In this
study, the experimental results are used to evaluate the
performance of the current ultimate stress and strain
models of the GFCC confined GFRP state. The selected
existing ultimate stress and strain confinement models
are specified in Table 3. They have been developed
mainly for various FRP composites, such as carbon FRP
(CFRP) and glass FRP (GFRP) for low or high-strength
concrete.
 Fl
 f cu

 cc  1  Se 

Figure 8. Failure modes of the glass fibre reinforced concrete
(GFRC) confined with glass FRP composites.

Confinement modeling and results
Assessment of the existing models
Generally, the axial stress versus axial strain
behaviour of FRP confined circular concrete specimens
is an ascending one. The first part is usually linear and
identical to the unconfined concrete’s axial stress-strain
response. The second part of stress versus axial strain
is mainly considered a transition zone. The third part is
once again linear, similar to the first part; however, the
stiffness of the third part is usually much lower than the
first part.
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Figure 9. Performance of the strength models.

Proposed strength model for the GFRP confined
GFCC cylinder concrete columns
The ultimate axial stress f'cc and strain ε'cc are of
particular importance to the stress-strain model; a strong
(linear) correlation was found between the ratio of f'cc / fco
to the ratio of fl / fco primarily based on testing the GFRP
confined GFCC cylinders.
Ceramics – Silikáty 66 (3) 384-395 (2022)
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Table 3. Selected models for the ultimate strength and strain.
Model

Ultimate stress

Ultimate strain

Ghernouti et al. [32]


 F 
f cc  1  2.023  l   f co
 f co  


 cc  1  10.63 

Benzaid et al. [33]


 F 
f cc  1  2.20  l   f co
 f co  


 cc  1  7.60 

Teng et al. [34]


 F 
f cc  1  3.5  l   f co
 f co  


 cc  1  17.50 

Liao et al. Liao [35]

f cf'
f co

0.6










 f    h , nup 
 1.0  0.606  l , a  

 f co    co 

Rather than observing a linear relationship, it was
found that the rate of increase of f'cc / fco decreases as
fl / fco increases. Consequently, the ultimate stress and
ultimate strain was firstly determined by the effective
lateral confinement offered by the GFRP wrap and hoop
reinforcement. Based on a multi-parameter regression
analysis of the 96 results contained in the test database,
the following equation for the ultimate stress is proposed
and for which the correlation coefficient (R2) is 0.9993.

f cc  0.847 f cu  0.14 f l  0.1 f l  f cu

(3)

where the confining pressure fl is estimated as follows:
2 fft
fl 
d
where ff is the tensile strength of the FRP determined
from the flat coupon tests, t is the thickness of the FRP,
and d is the section diameter.

0.6

 Fl  
   co
 f co  

 Fl  
   co
 f co  
 Fl  
   co
 f co  
0.1

1.45

 f    h , rup 
 cc
 1.0  0.595  l , a  

 co
 f co    co 

a maximum error of –1 % is noted for the prediction of
f'cc / fco. The proposed model appears to be more accurate
in predicting f'cc / fco.
Figure 11 summarises the data graphically. It can be
seen that the prediction of f'cc by the proposed model has
the best AAE, MSE, and SD for all data sets.
Proposed strain model for GFRP confined
GFCC cylinders concrete columns
On the basis of a multi parameter regression analysis
of the 96 results contained in the test database, Equation 4 takes the effect of the confinement stiffness and
glass fibre percentage on the ultimate axial strain into
account as follows:
0.1

0.3

0.3

 f'
 f 
' 
 cc'
 6.5  c   1.37  l   5.07  cch   1.17
c
 c 
 c 
 c 
(4)

Verification of the strength model
In order to verify the validity of the proposed model,
the prediction results of f'cc / fco were compared with four
existing theoretical models [32-35]. Figure 10 shows the
comparisons of the test results and predictions of f'cc / fco
for the GFRP confined GFCC.
The average prediction of the test results for the
strength of 25 MPa are –2 %, –5 %, –8 % and –13 % for
the Teng et al. [34], Benzaid et al. [33], Ghernouti, and
Rabeh [32], and Liao et al. [35] models, respectively. For
the strength of 16 MPa, the test results are estimated to be
around 13 % to 23 % on average for the Teng et al. [34],
Benzaid et al. [33], Ghernouti, and Rabeh [32] models
and 52 % for the Liao et al. [35] model. At the lower
strength case of 8.5 MPa, the models overestimate the
test results in most cases, estimating 54 % to 70 %. The
prediction effect of the four existing theoretical models
for the specimens is satisfied for a strength of 25 MPa,
but it significantly increases the strength enhancement
of the specimens with a strength of 16 and 8.5 MPa.
The present study offers reasonable predictability as
most data points are close to the diagonal. Therefore,
Ceramics – Silikáty 66 (3) 384-395 (2022)

a) Teng et al (2007)
Figure 10. Comparison of the selected strength models with
the experimental results. (Continue on next page)
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b) Benzaid et al (2010)

c) Ghernouti et al (2011)

d) Wan-Ying 2022

e) proposed model

Figure 10. Comparison of the selected strength models with
the experimental results.

The ultimate strain ε'cc is of particular importance
to the stress-strain model, where a strong (linear) correlation between the ratio of εcc /εco to the ratio of fl /εc,
f'c /εc and ε'cch /εc was found primarily on the basis of testing the GFRP confined GFCC cylinders.
Verification of the strain model
Figure 12 shows the theoretical model’s strain versus experimental strain of the GFRP confined GFCC
cylinders, and the three statistical indictors (AAE, MSE,
and SD) are also labelled in each comparison. As seen in
the models of Teng et al. (2007) [34], Benzaid et al. [33],
Ghernouti and Rabehi [32], and Liao et al. [35], it give
a maximum error between –28 % to +280 %, ± 56.2 %,
54 % to +82 % and –64 % to +56 %, respectively. After
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Figure 11. Evaluation parameters in predicting the normalised
ultimate strength.
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these observations, the results are wildly inaccurate for
predicting the ultimate strain. The predictions scatter for
ultimate strain within a –25 to +18 margin for the proposed model.
As shown in Figure 12, most models can reasonably predict the behaviour of the GFCC confined in the
GFRP. The models of Teng et al. (2007) [34], Benzaid
et al. [33], Ghernouti and Rabehi [32], and Liao et al.
[35] give (AAE = 32.6 %, MSE = 18.32 %, and SD =
= 28.11 %), (AAE = 29.3 %, MSE = 14.7 %, and SD =
= 25.08 %), (AAE = 25.6 %, MSE = 11.1 %, and
SD = 21.6 %), (AAE = 46.8 %, MSE = 30.8 %, and SD =
= 30.2 %), respectively. The statistical results overestimate the ultimate axial deformation. This is because all
the ultimate axial strain models are based on the results
of traditional strength concrete and the deformability
of the GFRP confined GFCC is greatly affected by the
a) Teng et al (2007)

b) Benzaid et al (2010)

d) Wan-Ying 2022

c) Ghernouti et al (2011)

e) Proposed model

Figure 12. Comparison of the selected ultimate strain models with the experimental results.
Ceramics – Silikáty 66 (3) 384-395 (2022)
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rupture strain of the internal and external FRP, but most
of the models did not consider this factor. However, the
proposed model gives AAE = 14.7 %, MSE= 3.47 %, and
SD = 11.61 % and is able to provide accurate predictions.

Figure 13. Evaluation of the parameters in predicting the normalised ultimate axial strain.

CONCLUSION
This research investigates the effects of the glass
FRP content, concrete strength, and glass FRP thickness
on the pure axial compression behaviour of extreme
glass fibre reinforced concrete columns externally confined with locally available glass FRP composites.
GFRC-GFRP confined concrete samples were tested for
failure. Furthermore, the applicability of the proposed
and existing models of the ultimate strength and strain is
evaluated in this research.
On the one hand, the combined effect of the GFCC
samples enveloped with a GFRP jacket reduces the lateral strain, and the confinement effect is independent of
the glass fibre percentage and the concrete strength. By
increasing the GFRP thickness, the confinement level
significantly increases, leading to an increase in the
ultimate strength of the GFCC-GFRP concrete. More importantly, a strain-softening behaviour characterises the
GFCC specimens’ responses, whereas the axial stressstrain responses of the GFRP confined samples exhibit
an evident strain hardening behaviour.
On the other hand, the existing terminal stress
models are poor for accurately predicting the ultimate
stress of the GFCC-confined GFRP. Finally, the results
show that the theoretical predictions of the models are
close to the experimental results of high-strength GFCC,
but not close to those of low-strength GFCC.
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